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Not business as usual

• The COVID-19 outbreak has impacted
businesses worldwide.

• Everyone has been forced to put their
Business Continuity Plans to work.

• While many countries have enforced a
complete lockdown for social
distancing, almost all are asked to
work remotely.
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Working Remotely 

It is almost always challenging 

& time consuming when 

searching for information

13%

It is quick and easy to find the 

information I am looking for

38%

It can sometimes become 

challenging & time consuming 

when searching for information

49%

62% of employees find it always or sometimes challenging and time 

consuming when searching for information when working remotely. 

Source: Remote Working Document Management Benchmark Report 

https://digitaldocuments.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Remote-Working-Document-Management-Benchmark-Report.pdf
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Is your organization facing these challenges?

Unable to access 
documents 

Document 
Versioning

Security & 
compliance 

risks

Centralized repositories 

not available, making it 

difficult to access to 

information

Difficult to reliably find the 

right version of a 

document, resulting in 

time wasted on reworking

Lack of monitoring and 

security, unable to exercise 

full control on data

Sharing & 
Collaboration

Unable to easily share 

or collaborate on 

documents 
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InfoConnect ICM Solutions

ManageCapture Store Deliver Interpret

Document & 

Data Capture

Business Process 

Optimisation & Decision 

Engine

Document 

Management 

System

Output Management

Docuflo Scan
Extraction of 

structured and 

unstructured 

information from 

documents

K2 Workflow 

& Robotics
Intelligent forms 

and BPM 

automation

Storage, 

management, 

archival and retrieval 

of documents

E-Statement, ERDS 
Composition, generation of 

eStatements and eReports

for distribution and 

presentation on portal

Data and Information Management

InnoRules

DDM
Decision Engine 

to enable speed 

to market

Enterprise Business 

Analytics
Visibility and clarity into 

the metrics across all 

lines of business

Data Analytics
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Get the right information 

to the right person at the 

right time using the right 

method 

Docuflo Document Management System

CENTRALIZED 
REPOSITORY
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Access Information At Anytime & Anywhere
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Organize All Information With Metadata

METADATA

• Customer

• Date 

• Document Type 

AUTOMATED 

DATA CAPTURE

• Structured document 

Zone OCR

• Unstructured documents

Single Click Entry
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Protect & Control Your Business Information

Regulatory Compliance (Bank Negara RMiT)

ENCRYPTION

• Encrypts data at rest 

with the AES-256 

Encryption

• Supports database 

encryption via Microsoft 

SQL Server Transparent 

Data Encryption (TDE)

AUDIT TRAIL

• Complete log of any 

activity being performed 

on document 

• Tracking of logins & 

logouts, password 

changes and security 

changes

ACCESS CONTROL

• Role based access control 

• Folder access permission

• Document level access
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Collaborate Efficiently And Securely 

Document Workflow
Route documents via 

workflow for review or 

approval

Version Control 
Multiple people can edit the 

same document without 

having to worry about 

version issues or duplication 

Share Document
Only authorised users are 

allowed to share 

documents
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RPA

BUSINESS PROCESS

ANALYTICS

LOBs

Enterprise API For Integration

Data should be at the heart of digitization
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Use Case: Insurance 

Digitized is optimized
With Docuflo, documents can be shared 

quickly and accurately with remote 

collaborators such as adjusters, agents or 

legal contacts to facilitate efficient claims 

settlement.

Docuflo also facilitates operation 

support teams can work at home for 

document-driven processes to help keep 

business flowing.

Docuflo enables insurance companies to 

integrate insurance process documents 

from multiple communication channels 

to a single platform. 
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Challenges Key Benefits

HR Document Management 

Due to the pandemic, companies 

are now relying on digital platform 

for recruitment.

Our customer uses Docuflo to 

manage their recruitment process 

by uploading all resumes and 

supporting documents into a 

central repository and before 

routing to the hiring manager. This 

allows all interviewers access to the 

applicant’s documents. 

Docuflo helps to maintain all 

information, documents and 

records in a secure manner. 

• Unable to track who has 

access to the documents 

• Inability to locate 

information resulting in 

misled decisions 

• Provides visibility, control 

and efficiency when 

processing documents and 

records.

• Mitigates risks and 

enhances quality.
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Finance Document Management

Businesses handle large volumes of 

finance documentation each 

month.

Our customer uses Docuflo to 

manage all finance documentation 

such as invoices, expense claims, 

delivery notes, etc. These 

documents are scanned, captured, 

indexed and stored in the Docuflo

repository.  

By using Docuflo, employees 

working from home will still be able 

to access all documents stored 

within to repository and route for 

processing. 

Challenges Key Benefits

• Reduces the risk of delays 

and penalties incurred for 

late payment 

• Allow to search and 

retrieve the right version 

of information at anytime 

anywhere 

• Unable to access physical 

copies of documents out 

from office, causing delay 

in processing

• Manual processing is very 

restrictive and highly 

inconvenient
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Challenges Key Benefits

Legal Document Management 

Legal document management is one 

of the most vital process for any 

business.  Without proper 

management, it could risk eroding 

the value of the agreement. 

Docuflo unifies all contracts into a 

secure repository with proper 

indexing. Custom services are 

available for setting up alerts for 

renewal before contract expiration 

dates. 

Docuflo also maintains full audit log 

and version control of files to ensure 

that only authorized personnel have 

access to the contracts. 

• Mitigates risk and 

compliance issues, 

improves quality.

• Increased efficiency and 

streamlined processes

• Missing and/or misplaced 

contracts put organizations 

at risk 

• Working on the wrong 

version results in rework, 

thus impacting performance 

and productivity 
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UNABLE TO ACCESS DOCUMENT 

DOCUMENT VERSION

SHARING & COLLABORATION

SECURITY & COMPLIANCE RISKS

Document are stored in a centralized 

repository which allows access to 

document from anywhere and anytime 

Users can access the same up-to-date 

version of document directly from 

Docuflo, no matter where he/she is. 

Access control in Docuflo allows setting of 

permission to safeguard sensitive business 

information.

Users can easily share or collaborate on a 

document with full audit trail to help 

protect against malicious activity



Long-term Value and ROI

Inconsistencies in documentation results 

in rework costs and negative impact on 

performance and productivity in every 

business function

Consistent content increases 

productivity 

Document silos lead to inefficiencies 

in interdepartmental and external 

collaboration.

Efficient document flows 

improves collaboration

Ensuring documents are retained and 

deleted based on an agreed schedule will 

reduce compliance risks and thereafter the 

financial consequences of incorrect storing 

of documents

Managed documents 

reduces compliance risk

Centrally managed documents results 

in improved retrieval and increased 

resolution time that reduces total 

processing time

Managed documents 

reduces processing times

17

Accessible documents improves 

service and product quality

Inability to locate information results in 

misled decisions that will impact service 

and product quality, thereby frustrating 

both employees and customers 




